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Waite Report

By direction of H. Honre, Gen. M. Res. Engineer, double committee in elimination of melting in industry.

Losses due to "pestilent dilution of the creative power of men" were minimal in industry.

1. Loss underlining due to heat neglect of melting plant equipment.

2. De mortem or de morre.

3. Insufficient rectification of management.

4. Delta double accident etc.

Many responsibilities.

Lacks.

Insignificant in unit under 35% time is

insulted neglect or meloed etc.

Lacks of double handling or handling paper

Current may be 18" in diameter if tripling

one-half to the left...
3/4,000. Relatively easy to earn something.

750,000. 24,000 by a year in men.

$350,000.00 Century yonder - Suppose 1 bag. An ordinary skill - amount 100,000.

I don't know costs.

In my city out of 5% and

suffering - Unilever Hypomole Bire and

slanting anti-spruit.

What does that mean?

One illustration of Robert W's

haul pump -

in need equipment -

sir mildly - capacity 1.750,000

pairs - make a called Bire lack

Laln umm -
These nine years in unemployment
and no relief - many reasons
for intermittent unemployment.

Some months were
- clerking mostly - idle about 31% of year -
- self-made - 33 ½
- barrel maker - 7 ½

Last 30 yrs kilnime coal mixed
93 days of pure coal making - 1/3 of mine.

- Special macrini coal used in.
for heating through pure - used one
season of 1926.

- Purchase foundation of present - 2 1/2
- for a dollar more - heavy kynes in
- train - men asked rate if you can
- give away money on things like
- Real - can thence work.

Realist - heirs of Laden restructur -
- in kind of color - jurisdiction -
Preventable 20 suicides & death cause loss of 1,800,000,000 away all
2,000,000 milers.